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Introduction
Qualifications Pack – Poultry shed designer
SECTOR: AGRICULTURE AND ALLIED
SECTOR: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY- INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENABLED SERVICES

SUB-SECTOR:
(IT-ITES)ces Poultry
Helpdesk

Attendant

OCCUPATION: Poultry farming
REFERENCE ID: AGR/Q4304
ALIGNED TO: NCO-2015/NIL
A Poultry Shed Designer is responsible for site selection and design of a poultry
farm and shed which ensures bird safety and comfort.
Brief Job Description: A Poultry Shed Designer is responsible for proper site
selection that is compatible with the intensity of poultry farming, designing
sheds that provide safety and comfort to the birds and ensure that the sheds
conform with regulations and are economical and cost effective.
Personal Attributes: A Poultry Shed Designer should have the ability to
understand civil structures and designs. The individual must posses reading and
writing skills with a mechanical aptitude and trouble shooting skills.
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Job Details

Qualifications Pack Code

AGR/Q4304

Job Role
Credits (NSQF)
Sector
Sub-sector

TBD
Agriculture and Allied
Poultry

Occupation

Poultry farming

NSQC clearance on

Job Role

Role Description

Poultry shed designer
Version number
1.0
Drafted on
12/10/15
Last reviewed on
25/11/16
Next review date

22/01/20

N/A

Poultry shed designer
A Poultry Shed Designer is responsible for proper site selection
that is compatible with the intensity of poultry farming,
designing sheds that provide safety and comfort to the birds
and ensure that the sheds conform with regulations and are
economical and cost effective.

NSQF level
Minimum Educational Qualifications
Maximum Educational Qualifications

6
Diploma in Civil Engineering
Not applicable

Training
(Suggested but not mandatory)

1. Poultry housing design and construction
2. Poultry shed management
3. Financial Management
4. GAP
5. QMS

Minimum Job Entry Age

21 years

Experience

4-5 years in poultry farm design and construction

Applicable National Occupational
Standards (NOS)

Performance Criteria

Compulsory:
1. AGR/N4318 Selection of site and type of poultry shed to be
designed
2. AGR/N4319 Carry out desiging of poultry shed
3. AGR/N4320 Carry out furnishing of poultry shed
4. AGR/N4321 Cost estimation of poultry shed construction
and compliance with emergency procedures
5. AGR/N4322 Complete documentation and record keeping
related to designing of poultry shed
6. AGR/N4316 Ensure safety,hyigene and sanitation of poultry
farm
7.AGR/N4317 Manage and lead a team
Optional:
N.A.
As described in the relevant OS units
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Definitions

Keywords /Terms
Sector

Sub-sector
Occupation
Function
Job Role

OS
Performance
Criteria
NOS
Qualifications Pack
Code
Qualifications Pack
Unit Code
Unit Title
Description
Knowledgeand
Understanding
Organizational
Context
Technical
Knowledge
Core Skills or
Generic Skills

Description
Sector is a conglomeration of different business operations having similar
businesses and interests. It may also be defined as a distinct subset of the
economy whose components share similar characteristics and interests.
Sub-sector is derived from a further breakdown based on the characteristics
and interests of its components.
Occupation is a set of job roles, which perform similar/related set of
functions in an industry.
Function is an activity necessary for achieving the key purpose of the sector,
occupation, or area of work, which can be carried out by a person or a group
of persons. Functions are identified through analysis and form the basis of OS.
Job role defines a unique set of functions that together form a unique
employment opportunity in an organization.
OS specify the standards of performance an individual must achieve when
carrying out a function in the workplace, together with the knowledge and
understanding they need to meet that standard consistently. Occupational
Standards are applicable both in the Indian and global contexts.
Performance Criteria are statements that together specify the standard of
performance required when carrying out a task.
NOS are Occupational Standards which apply uniquely in the Indian context.
Qualifications Pack Code is a unique reference code that identifies a
qualifications pack.
Qualifications Pack comprises the set of OS, together with the educational,
training and other criteria required to perform a job role. A Qualifications
Pack is assigned a unique qualification pack code.
Unit Code is a unique identifier for an Occupational Standard , which is
denoted by an ‘N’
Unit Title gives a clear overall statement about what the incumbent should be
able to do.
Description gives a short summary of the unit content. This would be helpful
to anyone searching on a database to verify that this is the appropriate OS
they are looking for.
Knowledge and Understanding are statements which together specify the
technical, generic, professional and organizational specific knowledge that an
individual needs in order to perform to the required standard.
Organizational Context includes the way the organization is structured and
how it operates, including the extent of operative knowledge managers have
of their relevant areas of responsibility.
Technical Knowledge is the specific knowledge needed to accomplish specific
designated responsibilities.
Core Skills or Generic Skills are a group of skills that are key to learning and
working in today's world. These skills are typically needed in any work
environment. In the context of the OS, these include communication related
skills that are applicable to most job roles.
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Keywords /Terms
GAP

Description
Good Agricultural Practices

NOS

National Occupational Standard

NSQF

National Skill Qualification Framework

OS

Occupational Standard

PC

Performance Criteria

QP

Qualification Pack

SSC

Sector Skill Council
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AGR/N4318

Selection of site and type of poultry shed to be designed

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

Overview
This OS unit is about site selection and determination of the type of poultry farm to be
designed and constructed depending on the intensity of poultry farming.
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National Occupational Standard

Unit Code

Selection of site and type of poultry shed to be designed

AGR/N4318

Unit Title
(Task)

Selection of site and type of poultry shed to be designed

Description

This OS unit is about site selection and determination of the type of poultry shed to be
designed and constructed depending on the intensity of poultry farming

Scope

This unit/task covers the following:
 Determination of the type of poultry shed to be designed
 Site selection for poultry farm

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope
Element
Determination of the
type of poultry shed
to be designed

Performance Criteria
To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC1. analyze the needs of the poultry farm owner and determine the number of
birds to be kept in the poultry sheds
PC2. determine whether thepoultry farm is broiler or layer type
PC3. ensure that environmental conditions such as temperature, humidity, moisture
and air flow are taken into account while determining the type of poultry sheds
to be designed
PC4. discuss the various types of poultry housing and their advantages and
disadvantages with the poultry farm owner such as:
 free range system:
o adequate land is available to ensure desired stocking density by
avoiding overcrowding
o adequate for raising about 250 adult birds per hectare
o foraging is the major source of feeding birds
o shelter is usually provided by temporary roofing supported by
ordinary poles
o most preferred for organic egg production
 semi- intensive system:
o birds are half-way reared in houses and half-way on ground or
range
o sheds are with solid floors
o average stocking density rate on an average for adult birds is 750
per hectare
o feeding and watering facilities are provided in the pen
 intensive system:
o birds are completely confined to houses either on ground/floor or
on wire netting floor in cage or on slats
o most effective, convenient and economical system for modern
poultry production with huge numbers
o scientific management practices like breeding, feeding,
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medication, cullting etc. can be applied easily and accurately
sick birds can be detected, isolated and treated easily
under the intensive system, battey (cage) system and deep litter
methods are most common
To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC5. ensure that the site for the poultry farm is located away from residential and
industrial areas
PC6. ensure that the site has proper road facilities for transportation and is well
connected with the nearby markets
PC7. ensure that the water around the site is tested in a laboratory and is fit for
consumption
PC8. ensure that the site is large enough to accommodate the required number of
poultry sheds and other built-up areas like egg store room, office room, and
the feed store room
PC9. ensure that the poultry farm site is located in an elevated area and there is no
water-logging during the rainy season
PC10. ensure that the following factors have been considered before finalizing the
site for poultry farming:
 land zoning and regulatory issues
 separation distances to neighbouring houses
 buffer strips to watercourses, flood lines and bores
 suitability of soils and topography for poultry farm construction
 access to sutiable areas for manure reuse
 location in relation to labour force, grain processing
o
o

Site selection for
poultry farm

Knowledge and Understanding (K)
A. Organizational
Context
(Knowledge of the
company /
organization and
its processes)

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KA1. organization design principles, construction methods and materials
KA2. code of business conduct
KA3. dress code to be followed
KA4. job responsibilities/duties and standard operating procedures
KA5. organization methods and technologies involved in poultry shed construction

B. Technical
Knowledge

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KB1. different types of housing/shelters for poultry
 deep litter system
 slatted (slotted) floor system
 slat (slot) cum litter system
 cage system
KB2. local seasonal variations in temperature, humidity and air flow
KB3. kind of material required for poultry shed construction
KB4. soil types and topography

Skills (S)
A. Core Skills/

Writing Skills
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Generic Skills

Selection of site and type of poultry shed to be designed
The user/ individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA1. note the information communicated
SA2. note the raw materials to be used
SA3. note the readings of the process parameters and provide necessary
information to fill the process chart
SA4. note down observations (if any) related to the process
SA5. write information documents to internal departments/ internal teams
SA6. note down the data for online ERP or as per applicability in the organization
Reading Skills
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA7. read and interpret the process required
SA8. read and interpret and process flowchart
SA9. read equipment manuals and process documents to understand the
equipments operation and process requirement
SA10. read internal information documents sent by internal teams
Oral Communication (Listening and Speaking skills)

B. Professional Skills

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA11. discuss task lists, schedules and activities
SA12. effectively communicate with team members
SA13. question in order to understand the nature of the problem and to clarify
queries
SA14. attentively listen and comprehend the information given by the speaker
SA15. communicate clearly on the issues being faced
Decision Making
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB1. analyse critical points in day to day tasks through experience and observation
and identify measures to solve the issue
SB2. handle issues in case the manager is not available (as per the authority matrix
defined by the organization)
Plan and Organize
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB3. plan and organize the work order and jobs received
SB4. organize raw materials and packaging materials required for all products
SB5. plan and prioritize the work based on the instructions received
SB6. plan to utilise time and equipment's effectively
SB7. organize all process/ equipment manuals so as to access information easily
SB8. support the manager in scheduling tasks for helper(s)
Customer Centricity
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB9. understand customer requirements and their priority and respond as per
their needs
Problem Solving
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
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SB10. support manager in solving problems by detailing out problems
SB11. discuss the possible solutions with the manager for problem solving
Analytical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB12. apply domain information about maintenance processes and technical
knowledge about tools and equipment
Critical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB13. use common sense and make judgments on day to day basis
SB14. use reasoning skills to identify and resolve basic problems
SB15. use intuition to detect any potential problems which could arise during
operations
SB16. use acquired knowledge of the process for identifying and handling issues
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Selection of site and type of poultry shed to be designed

NOS Version Control
NOS Code

AGR/N4318

Credits (NSQF)

TBD

Version number

1.0

Industry

Agriculture and Allied

Drafted on

12/10/15

Industry Sub-sector

Poultry

Last reviewed on

25/11/16

Occupation

Poultry farming

Next review date

22/01/20

Back to Top
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Carry out designing of poultry shed

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

Overview
This OS unit is about various facets of poultry shed designing and factors that influence the
shed design
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National Occupational Standard

AGR/N4319

Carry out designing of poultry shed

Unit Code

AGR/N4319

Unit Title
(Task)

Carry out designing of poultry shed

Description

Scope

This OS unit is about various facets of poultry shed designing and factors that
influence the shed design.
This unit/task covers the following:
 Build basic shed features
 Decide on the intensive poultry housing system to be used
 Ensure compliance with biosecurity measures

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope
Element
Build basic shed
features

Performance Criteria
To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC1. ensure that the poultry shed is located in a way that prevents direct sunshine
from falling over the birds
PC2. ensure that the size of each shed is proportionate to the number and type of
bird to be housed:
 each broiler requires a minimum space of one square foot
 each layer requires a minimum space of two square feet
PC3. ensure that adequate distance is provided between two sheds in the same
sector
PC4. ensure that open sided poultry houses are not more than 22 to 25 feet in
width in order to allow ample ventilation and aeration
PC5. ensure that there is proper ventilation for the birds and hot air moves
upwards and escapes through the ridge ventilation
PC6. ensure that the foundation of the shed is made of concrete and is atleast 1 to
1.5 feet below the surface and 1 to 1.5 feet above the ground level
PC7. ensure that the floor is made of concrete with root proof devices and is free
from dampness; the floor of the house should be extended 1.5 feet outside
the wall on all sides to prevent rats and snake problems
PC8. ensure that the doors open outside in case of deep-litter poultry houses; the
size of door should preferably be 6*2.5 feet
PC9. ensure that a foot bath is constructed at the entry to the shed and can be
used to disinfect feet of workers entering the shed
PC10. ensure that the side walls are 1 to 1.5 feet high and at the level of bird’s back
height
PC11. ensure that appropriate roofing material is used; a roof could be thatched,
tiled, asbestos or concrete based depending on the weather conditions and
budget
PC12. ensure that there is an overhang of the roof to prevent the entry of water
inside the shed; the overhang should not be less than 3.5 feet
PC13. ensure that lighting arrangements are made at about 6 to 7 feet above the
ground level and are hung from the ceiling
PC14. ensure that the distance between two bulbs is 10 feet in case incandescent
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Carry out designing of poultry shed
bulbs are used, and 15 feet in case fluorescent lights (tube lights) are used

Decide on the
intensive poultry
housing system to be
used

To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC15. discuss with poultry farm manager/owner on the type of intensive poultry
housing system that would satisfy the housing needs of the birds in a
commercial venture:
 deep litter system
o birds kept inside the shed at all times
o arrangement for feed, water and nest are made inside the house
o birds are kept on suitable litter material of about 3” to 5” depth
o litter is spread on the floor in layers of 2” height every fortnight
till the required level is achieved
 slatted (slotted) floor system
o iron rods or wooden reapers are used as floor, usually 2-3 feet
above the ground level to facilitate fall of droppings through slats
o wooden reapers or iron rods of 2” diameter can be used
lengthwise accross the house with an interspace of 1” between
rods
 slat (slot) cum litter system
o most suitable for rearing birds for hatching eggs
o 60% of the floor is covered with slats and rest with litter
o feeders and waterers are arranged in both slat and litter area
o nest boxes are kept on litter area in case of breeder flock
 cage system:
o poultry birds are reared on raised wire netting in smaller
compartments, called cages, either fitted with stands on floor of
house or hanged from roof
o feeders and waterers are attached to cages from outside except
nipple waterers, for which pipeline is installed through or above
cage
o auto-operated feeding trolleys and egg collection belts can be
used
o droppings are either collected in trays underneath cages or on
belts or on the floor or deep pit under cages, depending on type
of cages
PC16. ensure that the appropriate type of cage is used to house the birds in case a
cage system is used to rear the birds:
 based on the number of birds in a cage:
o single or individual bird cage (only one bird in a cage)
o multiple bird cage (from 2 to 10 birds, usually 2 or 4 birds per
cage)
o colony cages ( holding birds more than 11 per cage)
 based on the number of rows
o single deck
o double-deck
o triple-deck
o four-deck
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Ensure compliance
with biosecurity
measures

o flat-deck
based on arrangement of cages
o stair-step cages
o M-type cages
o L-type cages
o battery cages (vertical cages)

To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC17. ensure that the perimeter of the farm and poultry sheds are secured with a
boundary wall
PC18. ensure that there is sufficient ventilation and sunlight inside the poultry sheds
so as to reduce the build-up of infectious agents apart from reducing the
stress of accumulated gases
PC19. ensure bird-proofing nets in all units to prevent entry of small feral birds into
the sheds
PC20. ensure that there is proper drainage facility and the water is not stagnant
PC21. ensure that the layout of the poultry farm is such that at farm entry point
brooder sheds are followed by sheds for growers and lastly for adult birds
PC22. ensure that the hatchery is located atleast 500 feet away from other sheds
PC23. ensure that the distance between two different sheds is atleast 30 feet if the
sheds are of same type and 100 feet in case the sheds are of different types

Knowledge and Understanding (K)
A. Organizational
Context
(Knowledge of the
company /
organization and
its processes)

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KA1. organization materials used used for poultry shed construction
KA2. code of business conduct
KA3. dress code to be followed
KA4. job responsibilities/duties and standard operating procedures
KA5. ventilation designs used by the organization

B. Technical
Knowledge

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KB1. different types of engineering drawings and plans:
 section view
 front elevation
 end elevation
 floor plan
KB2. local seasonal variations in temperature, humidity and air flow
KB3. types of bird cages and types of arrangements
KB4. methods and technologies involved for poultry shed construction

Skills (S)
A. Core Skills/

Writing Skills
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Carry out designing of poultry shed
The user/ individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA1. note the information communicated
SA2. note the raw materials to be used
SA3. note the readings of the process parameters and provide necessary
information to fill the process chart
SA4. note down observations (if any) related to the process
SA5. write information documents to internal departments/ internal teams
SA6. note down the data for online ERP or as per applicability in the organization
Reading Skills
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA7. read and interpret the process required
SA8. read and interpret and process flowchart
SA9. read equipment manuals and process documents to understand the
equipments operation and process requirement
SA10. read internal information documents sent by internal teams
Oral Communication (Listening and Speaking skills)

B. Professional Skills

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA11. discuss task lists, schedules and activities
SA12. effectively communicate with team members
SA13. question in order to understand the nature of the problem and to clarify
queries
SA14. attentively listen and comprehend the information given by the speaker
SA15. communicate clearly on the issues being faced
Decision Making
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB1. analyse critical points in day to day tasks through experience and observation
and identify measures to solve the issue
SB2. handle issues in case the manager is not available (as per the authority matrix
defined by the organization)
Plan and Organize
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB3. plan and organize the work order and jobs received
SB4. organize raw materials and packaging materials required for all products
SB5. plan and prioritize the work based on the instructions received
SB6. plan to utilise time and equipment's effectively
SB7. organize all process/ equipment manuals so as to access information easily
SB8. support the manager in scheduling tasks for helper(s)
CustomerCentricity
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB9. understand customer requirements and their priority and respond as per
their needs
Problem Solving
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB10. support manager in solving problems by detailing out problems
SB11. discuss the possible solutions with the manager for problem solving
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Analytical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB12. apply domain information about maintenance processes and technical
knowledge about tools and equipment
Critical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB13. use common sense and make judgments on day to day basis
SB14. use reasoning skills to identify and resolve basic problems
SB15. use intuition to detect any potential problems which could arise during
operations
SB16. use acquired knowledge of the process for identifying and handling issues
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NOS Version Control
NOS Code

AGR/N4319

Credits (NSQF)

TBD

Version number

1.0

Industry
Industry Sub-sector

Agriculture and Allied
Poultry

Drafted on
Last reviewed on

12/10/15
25/11/16

Occupation

Poultry farming

Next review date

22/01/20

Back to Top
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AGR/N4320

Carry out furnishing of poultry shed

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

Overview
This OS unit deals with the internal additions that should be made to the poultry sheds to
provide feed, water and sanitation to the birds.
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AGR/N4320

Carry out furnishing of poultry shed

Unit Code

AGR/N4320

Unit Title
(Task)

Carry out furnishing of poultry shed

Description

This OS unit deals with the internal additions that should be made to the poultry
sheds to provide feed, water and sanitation to the birds.

Scope

This unit/task covers the following:
 Ensure provision of roosts
 Ensure provision of dropping boards
 Ensure proper laying of nests
 Ensure provision of drinkers
 Ensure provision of windows

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope
Element
Ensure provision of
roosts

Performance Criteria
To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC1. ensure that each bird is allowed 8 to 10 linear inches of roosting space
PC2.
design the inside of a poultry shed in a manner that the roosts are placed in a
warm location inside the shed and are spaced 14 inches apart in order to
make room for heads and tails
PC3.
ensure that the roosts are not placed too high; a height of 2 and 3 feet from
the floor is high enough for most breeds
PC4.
avoid constructing roosts on the ladder principle; where more than one roost
is required, they should all be placed on the same level

Ensure provision of
dropping boards

To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC5.
ensure that the dropping boards are constructed/placed at least 10 to 12
inches lower than the roost
PC6.
ensure that the dropping boards are removable so that they can be cleaned
regularly

Ensure proper laying
of nests

To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC7.
ensure that the nests are spacious enough- about 12 to 15 inches per bird so
that the birds are comfortable
PC8.
ensure that the nests are placed fairly close to the ground, about the same
height as the roosts
PC9.
ensure that each laying nest is about 30 cm deep, 35 cm long and 40 cm high
PC10. ensure that the top of the nest is covered and the opening is on the side; fine
straw or hay can be used as a good nesting material inside the nests

Ensure provision of
drinkers

To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC11. ensure that the drinking fountains/drinkers have an elevation of 18 inches
and are protected from contamination and spilling
PC12. ensure that the drinkers are placed on a small platform of chicken wire to
prevent spilt water from wetting the litter in case of litter cage housing
PC13. ensure that there is a metal drinker with tray of 40 cm in diameter for 10
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mature layer birds

Ensure provision of
windows

To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC14. ensure that there is adequate ventilation/air circulation into and out of the
poultry house
PC15. ensure provision of windows
PC16. use sliding windows so that the birds cannot roost on them

Knowledge and Understanding (K)
A. Organizational
Context
(Knowledge of
the company /
organization and
its processes)

B. Technical
Knowledge

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KA1. organization methods and technologies involved for poultry shed
construction
KA2. code of business conduct
KA3. dress code to be followed
KA4. job responsibilities/duties and standard operating procedures
KA5. various types of equipments used by the organization for construction of
poultry sheds
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KB1. different typesof engineering drawings and plans
KB2. local seasonal variations in temperature, humidity and air flow
KB3. various types of ventilation designs
KB4. types of bird cages and types of arrangements
KB5. kind of material required for poultry shed construction

Skills (S)
A. Core Skills/
Generic Skills

Writing Skills
The user/ individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA1. note the information communicated
SA2. note the raw materials to be used
SA3. note the readings of the process parameters and provide necessary
information to fill the process chart
SA4. note down observations (if any) related to the process
SA5. write information documents to internal departments/ internal teams
SA6. note down the data for online ERP or as per applicability in the organization
Reading Skills
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA7. read and interpret the process required
SA8. read and interpret and process flowchart
SA9. read equipment manuals and process documents to understand the
equipments operation and process requirement
SA10. read internal information documents sent by internal teams
Oral Communication (Listening and Speaking skills)
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA11. discuss task lists, schedules and activities
SA12. effectively communicate with team members
SA13. question in order to understand the nature of the problem and to clarify
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Carry out furnishing of poultry shed
queries
SA14. attentively listen and comprehend the information given by the speaker
SA15. communicate clearly on the issues being faced
Decision Making
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB1. analyse critical points in day to day tasks through experience and observation
and identify measures to solve the issue
SB2. handle issues in case the manager is not available (as per the authority matrix
defined by the organization)
Plan and Organize
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB3. plan and organize the work order and jobs received
SB4. organize raw materials and packaging materials required for all products
SB5. plan and prioritize the work based on the instructions received
SB6. plan to utilise time and equipment's effectively
SB7. organize all process/ equipment manuals so as to access information easily
SB8. support the manager in scheduling tasks for helper(s)
CustomerCentricity
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB9. understand customer requirements and their priority and respond as per
their needs
Problem Solving
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB10. support manager in solving problems by detailing out problems
SB11. discuss the possible solutions with the manager for problem solving
Analytical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB12. apply domain information about maintenance processes and technical
knowledge about tools and equipment
Critical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB13. use common sense and make judgments on day to day basis
SB14. use reasoning skills to identify and resolve basic problems
SB15. use intuition to detect any potential problems which could arise during
operations
SB16. use acquired knowledge of the process for identifying and handling issues
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NOS Version Control
NOS Code

AGR/N4320

Credits (NSQF)
Industry

TBD
Agriculture and Allied

Version number
Drafted on

1.0
12/10/15

Industry Sub-sector

Poultry

Last reviewed on

25/11/16

Occupation

Poultry farming

Next review date

22/01/20

Back to Top
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AGR/N4321

Cost estimation for poultry shed construction and compliance
with emergency procedures

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

Overview
This OS unit is about cost estimation for a poultry housing construction project and
compliance with emergency procedures
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Cost estimation for poultry shed construction and compliance
with emergency procedures

National Occupational Standard

Unit Code
Unit Title
(Task)
Description

Scope

AGR/N4321
Cost estimation for poultry shed construction and compliance with emergency
procedures
This OS unit is about cost estimation for a poultry housing construction project and
compliance with emergency procedures
This unit/task covers the following:
 Estimation of heads under which expenses will be incurred
 Ensure compliance with appropriate emergency procedures

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope
Element
Estimation of heads
under which
expenses will be
incurred

Ensure compliance
with appropriate
emergency
procedures

Performance Criteria
To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC1. refer to the budget plan and distribute expected costs to be incurred under
various heads
PC2. estimate the various heads under which expenses will be incurred for
constructing a poultry farm:
 types of construction materials used
 convenience and ease of work for caretakers/workers
 types of sheds and other structures
o brooder cum grower shed
o layer sheds
o store room
 type of water supply system used
o bore well
o electric motor pump set
o water tank
o pipeline
 tyoes of poultry equipments used
o drinkers
o laying nests
o dropping boards
To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC3. ensure that all emergency procedures are in place
PC4. ensure the procedures for dealing with accidents, fires and emergencies are
followed at all times
PC5. ensure that emergency equipments are in place and in a proper working
condition

Knowledge and Understanding (K)
A. Organizational
Context
(Knowledge of
the company /
organization and

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KA1. organization methods for preparing budget plan
KA2. code of business conduct
KA3. dress code to be followed
KA4. job responsibilities/duties and standard operating procedures
KA5. organization expenditure and cost heads
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its processes)
B. Technical
Knowledge

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KB1. basic accounting and record keeping
KB2. emergency procedure and biosecurity measures to be followed in a poultry
farm

Skills (S)
A. Core Skills/
Generic Skills

Writing Skills
The user/ individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA1. note the information communicated
SA2. note the raw materials to be used
SA3. note the readings of the process parameters and provide necessary
information to fill the process chart
SA4. note down observations (if any) related to the process
SA5. write information documents to internal departments/ internal teams
SA6. note down the data for online ERP or as per applicability in the organization
Reading Skills
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA7. read and interpret the process required
SA8. read and interpret and process flowchart
SA9. read equipment manuals and process documents to understand the
equipments operation and process requirement
SA10. read internal information documents sent by internal teams
Oral Communication (Listening and Speaking skills)
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA11. discuss task lists, schedules and activities
SA12. effectively communicate with team members
SA13. question in order to understand the nature of the problem and to clarify
queries
SA14. attentively listen and comprehend the information given by the speaker
SA15. communicate clearly on the issues being faced

B. Professional Skills

Decision Making
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB1. analyse critical points in day to day tasks through experience and observation
and identify measures to solve the issue
SB2. handle issues in case the manager is not available (as per the authority matrix
defined by the organization)
Plan and Organize
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB3. plan and organize the work order and jobs received
SB4. organize raw materials and packaging materials required for all products
SB5. plan and prioritize the work based on the instructions received
SB6. plan to utilise time and equipment's effectively
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SB7. organize all process/ equipment manuals so as to access information easily
SB8. support the manager in scheduling tasks for helper(s)
Customer Centricity
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB9. understand customer requirements and their priority and respond as per
their needs
Problem Solving
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB10. support manager in solving problems by detailing out problems
SB11. discuss the possible solutions with the manager for problem solving
Analytical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB12. apply domain information about maintenance processes and technical
knowledge about tools and equipment
Critical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB13. use common sense and make judgments on day to day basis
SB14. use reasoning skills to identify and resolve basic problems
SB15. use intuition to detect any potential problems which could arise during
operations
SB16. use acquired knowledge of the process for identifying and handling issues
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Complete documentation and record keeping related to
designing of poultry shed

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

Overview
This OS unit is about documenting and maintaining records related to designing of poultry
shed and costs incurred
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National Occupational Standard

AGR/N4322

Complete documentation and record keeping related to
designing of poultry shed

Unit Code

AGR/N4322

Unit Title
(Task)

Complete documentation and record keeping related to designing of poultry shed

Description

Scope

This OS unit is about documenting and maintaining records related to designing of
poultry shed and costs incurred
This unit/task covers the following:
 Document and maintain records of raw materials (related to designing of
poultry shed)
 Document and maintain records of the site and layout (related to designing of
poultry shed)
 Document and maintain records of cost incurred and timelines (related to
designing of poultry shed)

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope

Element

Performance Criteria

Document and
maintain records of
raw materials
(related to designing
of poultry shed)

To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC1. document the details of type of poultry shed to be constructed
PC2. document and maintain records of details of raw materials, construction
materialsrequired to construct the poultry shed
PC3. document and maintain record of observations (if any) related to raw
materials

Document and
maintain records of
the site and layout
(related to designing
of poultry shed)
Document and
maintain records of
cost incurred and
timelines (related to
designing of poultry
shed)

To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC4. document the details of type and location of site selected for construction of
poultry shed
PC5. maintain records of blueprints and technical drawings, construction maps,
and other charts used for designing the layout
To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC6. document and account for all expenses such as capital expenses, working
capital, etc
PC7. maintain a record of budget plan used
PC8. document and maintain records of timelines followed for construction

Knowledge and Understanding (K)
A. Organizational
Context
(Knowledge of
the company /
organization and
its processes)

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KA1. documentation system followed by the organization
KA2. job responsibilities/duties and standard operating procedures
KA3. entering the details in ERP system followed by the organisation
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B. Technical
Knowledge

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KA1. details to be recorded of raw materials
KA2. methods to record and maintain records of observations (if any) related to
raw material
KA3. methods to track back the record from finished product to raw material
KA4. basic computer knowledge

Skills (S)
A. Core Skills/
Generic Skills

Writing Skills
The user/ individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA1. note the information communicated
SA2. note the raw materials to be used
SA3. note the readings of the process parameters and provide necessary
information to fill the process chart
SA4. note down observations (if any) related to the process
SA5. write information documents to internal departments/ internal teams
SA6. note down the data for online ERP or as per applicability in the organization
Reading Skills
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA7. read and interpret the process required
SA8. read and interpret and process flowchart
SA9. read equipment manuals and process documents to understand the
equipments operation and process requirement
SA10. read internal information documents sent by internal teams
Oral Communication (Listening and Speaking skills)

B. Professional Skills

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA11. discuss task lists, schedules and activities
SA12. effectively communicate with team members
SA13. question in order to understand the nature of the problem and to clarify
queries
SA14. attentively listen and comprehend the information given by the speaker
SA15. communicate clearly on the issues being faced
Decision Making
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB1. analyse critical points in day to day tasks through experience and observation
and identify measures to solve the issue
SB2. handle issues in case the manager is not available (as per the authority matrix
defined by the organization)
Plan and Organize
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB3. plan and organize the work order and jobs received
SB4. organize raw materials and packaging materials required for all products
SB5. plan and prioritize the work based on the instructions received
SB6. plan to utilise time and equipment's effectively
SB7. organize all process/ equipment manuals so as to access information easily
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SB8. support the manager in scheduling tasks for helper(s)
CustomerCentricity
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB9. understand customer requirements and their priority and respond as per
their needs
Problem Solving
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB10. support manager in solving problems by detailing out problems
SB11. discuss the possible solutions with the manager for problem solving
Analytical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB12. apply domain information about maintenance processes and technical
knowledge about tools and equipment
Critical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB13. use common sense and make judgments on day to day basis
SB14. use reasoning skills to identify and resolve basic problems
SB15. use intuition to detect any potential problems which could arise during
operations
SB16. use acquired knowledge of the process for identifying and handling issues
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Ensure safety, hygiene and sanitation of poultry farm

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

Overview
This OS unit is about maintaining safety and hygiene of birds and workers in the poultry farm
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National Occupational Standard

AGR/N4316

Ensure safety, hygiene and sanitation of poultry farm

Unit Code

AGR/N4316

Unit Title
(Task)

Ensure safety, hygiene and sanitation of poultry farm

Description

This OS unit is about maintaining safety and hygiene of birds and workers in the
poultry farm.

Scope

This unit/task covers the following:
 Ensure a safe and clean place for birds and poultry workers
 Ensure compliance with appropriate emergency procedures

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope
Element
Ensure a safe and
clean place for birds
and poultry workers

Ensure compliance
with appropriate
emergency
procedures

Performance Criteria
To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC1. comply with food safety and hygiene procedures followed in the organisation
PC2. ensure personal hygiene by using of gloves, masks, goggles, boots, etc.
whenever required
PC3. wear appropriate protective clothing or use protective equipment as and
when required
PC4. perform all procedures and follow work instructions for controlling
operational risks
PC5. understand the hazards of use and contamination mentioned on labels of
vaccine / medication / pesticides / fumigants bottles
PC6. take safety measures when handling chemicals used for disinfection
PC7. use safety equipment such as fire extinguisher, first aid kit and eye-wash
station when required
PC8. check all tools and equipments before operating them
PC9. perform duties in a manner which minimizes environmental damage
PC10. report any accidents, incidents or problems without delay to farm supervisor
and take necessary immediate action to reduce further danger
PC11. clean, maintain and monitor poultry shelters and equipments periodically,
PC12. ensure proper disposal of waste and other potentially hazardous materials
PC13. identify, document and report problems such as rodents and pests to
management
PC14. conduct workplace checklist audits before and after work to ensure safety
and hygiene
To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC15. ensure the procedures for dealing with accidents, fires and emergencies are
followed at all times
PC16. ensure that first aid treatment is provided to any injured in case of an
accident
PC17. ensure that emergency equipments are in place and in a proper working
condition

Knowledge and Understanding (K)
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A. Organizational
Context
(Knowledge of
the company /
organization and
its processes)

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KA1. organization standards, process standards and procedures followed in the
case of any health emergency or accident
KA2. dress code to be followed
KA3. organization norms for storage of produce, chemicals, insecticides, etc
KA4. safety checklists followed by the organization

B. Technical
Knowledge

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KA5. possible physical, chemical and biological hazards and methods of prevention
of various hazards
KA6. personal hygiene requirements
KA7. different types of sanitizers used for storage area and equipments and the
procedure to use
KA8. cleaning and sanitation of equipments and work area
KA9. storage norms for produce, chemicals, insecticides etc
KA10. maintain safety check lists for all equipments and follow the checklist

Skills (S)
A. Core Skills/
Generic Skills

Writing Skills
The user/ individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA1. note the information communicated
SA2. note the raw materials to be used
SA3. note the readings of the process parameters and provide necessary
information to fill the process chart
SA4. note down observations (if any) related to the process
SA5. write information documents to internal departments/ internal teams
SA6. note down the data for online ERP or as per applicability in the organization
Reading Skills
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA7. read and interpret the process required
SA8. read and interpret and process flowchart
SA9. read equipment manuals and process documents to understand the
equipments operation and process requirement
SA10. read internal information documents sent by internal teams
Oral Communication (Listening and Speaking skills)

B. Professional Skills

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA11. discuss task lists, schedules and activities
SA12. effectively communicate with team members
SA13. question in order to understand the nature of the problem and to clarify
queries
SA14. attentively listen and comprehend the information given by the speaker
SA15. communicate clearly on the issues being faced
Decision Making
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB1. analyse critical points in day to day tasks through experience and observation
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and identify measures to solve the issue
SB2. handle issues in case the manager is not available (as per the authority matrix
defined by the organization)
Plan and Organize
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB3. plan and organize the work order and jobs received
SB4. organize raw materials and packaging materials required for all products
SB5. plan and prioritize the work based on the instructions received
SB6. plan to utilise time and equipment's effectively
SB7. organize all process/ equipment manuals so as to access information easily
SB8. support the manager in scheduling tasks for helper(s)
CustomerCentricity
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB9. understand customer requirements and their priority and respond as per
their needs
Problem Solving
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB10. support manager in solving problems by detailing out problems
SB11. discuss the possible solutions with the manager for problem solving
Analytical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB12. apply domain information about maintenance processes and technical
knowledge about tools and equipment
Critical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB13. use common sense and make judgments on day to day basis
SB14. use reasoning skills to identify and resolve basic problems
SB15. use intuition to detect any potential problems which could arise during
operations
SB16. use acquired knowledge of the process for identifying and handling issues
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Manage and lead a team

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

Overview
This OS unit is about managing the team on day to day basis, ensuring their deployment,
motivating them by involving them in various engagement initiatives at the work area,
helping them improve their skills levels and managing their grievances in the best possible
manner in order to maximize people productivity
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Unit Code

AGR/N4317

Unit Title
(Task)

Manage and lead a team

Description

Scope

This OS unit about managing the team on day to day basis, ensuring their
deployment, motivating them by involving them in various engagement initiatives at
the work area, helping them improve the skills levels and managing their grievances
in the best possible manner in order to maximize people productivity
The scope of this role will include:
 Manage and lead a team

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope

Element

Performance Criteria

Manage and lead a
team

To be competent, the user/individual must be able to:
PC1. ensure that the teamis aware of the schedule and job expectations on a daily
basis
PC2. involve the team in regular meetings to communicate information intended
for them
PC3. ensure communication to the team on any changes in policies/ processes by
the organization through required verbal/ written mechanisms
PC4. ensure participation of the team in various engagement initiatives organized
by the organization
PC5. counsel and address issues among the team for any work related issues
PC6. support the manager in deployment of the team as per production schedule
and the organizational norms and guidelines
PC7. ensure periodic training of the team and support the team by delivering
trainings especially in the field of latest poultry technology, machinery and
equipment
PC8. share knowledge of processes, techniques and products with the team to
enhance their skill levels
PC9. provide feedback to the manager pertaining to performance of the team

Knowledge and Understanding (K)
A. Organizational
Context
(Knowledge of
the company /
organization and
its processes)

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KA1. organization’s standards of performance, services and products
KA2. relevant HR policies and processes followed by the organization
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B. Technical
Knowledge

Manage and lead a team
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KB1. organizational norms and guidelines
KB2. measure performance of the team
KB3. how to share feedback with team members
KB4. applicable legislation relating to the workplace (for example health and safety,
workplace regulations, use of work equipment, handling/ storage/ disposal/
cautions of use of products, fire precautions, hygiene practice, disposal of
waste, environmental protection)

Skills (S)
A. Core Skills/
Generic Skills

Writing Skills
The user/ individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA1. note the information communicated
SA2. note the raw materials used for production and the finished products
produced
SA3. note the readings of the process parameters and provide necessary
information to fill the process chart
SA4. note down observations (if any) related to the process
SA5. write information documents to internal departments/ internal teams
SA6. note down the data for online ERP or as per applicability in the organization
Reading Skills
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA7. read and interpret the process required for producing various types of
products
SA8. read and interpret and process flowchart for all products produced
SA9. read equipment manuals and process documents to understand the
equipments operation and process requirement
SA10. read internal information documents sent by internal teams
Oral Communication (Listening and Speaking skills)

B. Professional Skills

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA11. discuss task lists, schedules and activities
SA12. effectively communicate with team members
SA13. question in order to understand the nature of the problem and to clarify
queries
SA14. attentively listen and comprehend the information given by the speaker
SA15. communicate clearly on the issues being faced
Decision Making
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB1. analyse critical points in day to day tasks through experience and observation
and identify control measures to solve the issue
SB2. handle issues in case the manager is not available (as per the authority matrix
defined by the organization)
Plan and Organize
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB3. plan and organize the work order and jobs received
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SB4. organize raw materials and packaging materials required for all products
SB5. plan and prioritize the work based on the instructions received
SB6. plan to utilise time and equipment's effectively
SB7. organize all process/ equipment manuals so as to access information easily
SB8. support the manager in scheduling tasks for helper(s)
CustomerCentricity
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB9. understand customer requirements and their priority and respond as per their
needs
Problem Solving
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB10. support manager in solving problems by detailing out problems
SB11. discuss the possible solutions with the manager for problem solving
Analytical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB12. apply domain information about maintenance processes and technical
knowledge about tools and equipment
Critical Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB13. use common sense and make judgments on day to day basis
SB14. use reasoning skills to identify and resolve basic problems
SB15. use intuition to detect any potential problems which could arise during
operations
SB16. use acquired knowledge of the process for identifying and handling issues
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Annexure
Nomenclature for QP and NOS
Qualifications Pack
9 characters

[ABC]/ Q 0101

[Insert 3 letter code for SSC]

QP number (2 numbers)

Q denoting Qualifications Pack

Occupation (2 numbers)

Occupational Standard

An example of NOS with ‘N’

9 characters

[ABC] / N 0101

[Insert 3 letter code for SSC]

OS number (2 numbers)

N denoting National Occupational Standard

Occupation (2 numbers)

Back to top…
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The following acronyms/codes have been used in the nomenclature above:

Sub-sector
Agriculture Crop Production
Dairying
Poultry
Animal Husbandry
Fisheries
Agriculture Allied Activities
Forestry, Environment and Renewable Energy
Management
Agriculture Industries
Generic Occupations

Range of Occupation
numbers
01 – 40
41 – 42
43 – 44
45 – 48
49 – 51
52 – 60
61 - 70
71 – 90
96 - 99

Sequence

Description

Example

Three letters

Industry name

AGR

Slash

/

/

Next letter

Whether QP or NOS

Q or N

Next two numbers

Occupation code

01

Next two numbers

OS number

01

Note:



The range of occupation numbers have been decided based on the number of existing and
future occupations in a segment
Occupation numbers from 91 – 95 have been intentionally left blank to accommodate any
emerging segment in future
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CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT OF TRAINEES
Job Role Poultry Shed Designer
Qualification Pack AGR/Q4304
Sector Skill Council Agriculture Skill Council of India
Guidelines for Assessment
1. Criteria for assessment for each Qualification Pack will be created by the Sector Skill Council. Each Performance Criteria
(PC) will be assigned marks proportional to its importance in NOS. SSC will also lay down proportion of marks for Theory and
Skills Practical for each PC
2. The assessment for the theory part will be based on knowledge bank of questions created by the SSC
3. Individual assessment agencies will create unique question papers for theory part for each candidate at each
examination/training center (as per assessment criteria below)
4. Individual assessment agencies will create unique evaulations for skill practical for every student at each
examination/training center based on this criteria
5. To pass the Qualification Pack , every trainee should score a minimum of 70% in aggregate
6. In case of successfully passing only certain number of NOS's, the trainee is eligible to take subsequent assessment on the
balance NOS's to pass the Qualification Pack

Marks Allocation
Assessable outcomes
1. AGR/Q4318

Assessment criteria for outcomes
PC1.

Selection of site and
type of poultry farm to
be designed

PC2.

PC3.

Total
Marks

analyze the needs of the poultry farm
owner and determine the number of
birds to be kept in the poultry sheds
determine whether thepoultry farm is
broiler or layer type
ensure that environmental conditions
like temperature, humidity, moisture
and air flow are taken into account while
determining the type of poultry sheds to
be designed

discuss the various types of poultry
housing and their advantages and
disadvantages with the poultry farm
owner such as:
 free range system:
o adequate land is available to
ensure desired stocking density by
avoiding overcrowding

100

Out
Of

Theory

Skills
Practical

10

3

7

10

3

7

10

3

7

15

5

10

PC4.
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o





PC5.

PC6.

PC7.

PC8.

adequate for raising about 250
adult birds per hectare
o foraging is the major source of
feeding birds
o shelter is usually provided by
temporary roofing supported by
ordinary poles
o most preferred for organic egg
production
semi- intensive system:
o birds are half-way reared in houses
and half-way on ground or range
o sheds are with solid floors
o average stocking density rate on an
average for adult birds is 750 per
hectare
o feeding and watering facilities are
provided in the pen
intensive system:
o birds are completely confined to
houses either on ground/floor or on
wire netting floor in cage or on slats
o most effective, convenient and
economical system for modern
poultry production with huge
numbers
o scientific management practices like
breeding, feeding, medication,
cullting etc. can be applied easily
and accurately
o sick birds can be detected, isolated
and treated easily
o under the intensive system, battey
(cage) system and deep litter
methods are most common
ensure that the site for the poultry farm
is located away from residential and
industrial areas

10

3

7

ensure that the site has proper road
facilities for transportation and is well
connected with the nearby markets

5

2

3

10

3

7

10

3

7

ensure that the water around the site is
tested in a laboratory and is fit for
consumption
ensure that the site is large enough to
accommodate the required number of
poultry sheds and other built-up areas
like egg store room, office room, and the
feed store room
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PC9.

ensure that the poultry farm site is
located in an elevated area and there is
no water-logging during the rainy season

10

3

7

10

2

8

100

30

70

PC1. ensure that the poultry shed is located in
a way that prevents direct sunshine from
falling over the birds

2

1

1

PC2. ensure that the size of each shed is
proportionate to the number and type of
bird to be housed:
 each broiler requires a minimum
space of one square foot
 each layer requires a minimum
space of two square feet

5

2

3

PC3. ensure that adequate distance is
provided between two sheds in the same
sector

2

1

1

5

1

4

PC5. ensure that there is proper ventilation
for the birds and hot air moves upwards
and escapes through the ridge
ventilation

5

2

3

PC6. ensure that the foundation of the shed is
made of concrete and isatleast 1 to 1.5
feet below the surface and 1 to 1.5 feet
above the ground level

5

2

3

PC7. ensure that the floor is made of concrete
with root proof devices and is free from

5

2

3

PC10. ensure that the following factors have
been considered before finalizing the site
for poultry farming:
 land zoning and regulatory issues
 separation distances to neighbouring
houses
 buffer strips to watercourses, flood
lines and bores
 suitability of soils and topography for
poultry farm construction
 access to sutiable areas for manure
reuse
 location in relation to labour force,
grain processing

2. AGR/Q4319 Carry
out designing of
poultry shed

PC4. ensure that open sided poultry houses
are not more than 22 to 25 feet in width
in order to allow ample ventilation and
aeration

100
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dampness; the floor of the house should
be extended 1.5 feet outside the wall on
all sides to prevent rats and snake
problems
PC8. ensure that the doors open outside in
case of deep-litter poultry houses; the
size of door should preferably be 6*2.5
feet

5

1

4

PC9. ensure that a foot bath is constructed at
the entry to the shed and can be used to
disinfect feet of workers entering the
shed

5

1

4

PC10. ensure that the side walls are 1 to 1.5
feet high and at the level of bird’s back
height

5

1

4

PC11. ensure that appropriate roofing material
is used; a roof could be thatched, tiled,
asbestos or concrete based depending
on the weather conditions and budget

5

1

4

PC12. ensure that there is an overhang of the
roof to prevent the entry of water inside
the shed; the overhang should not be
less than 3.5 feet

2

1

1

PC13. ensure that lighting arrangements are
made at about 6 to 7 feet above the
ground level and are hung from the
ceiling

5

1

4

PC14. ensure that the distance between two
bulbs is 10 feet in case incandescent
bulbs are used, and 15 feet in case
fluorescent lights (tube lights) are used

5

1

4

PC15. discuss with poultry farm
manager/owner on the type of
intensive poultry housing system that
would satisfy the housing needs of the
birds in a commercial venture:
 deep litter system
o birds kept inside the shed at all
times
o arrangement for feed, water
and nest are made inside the
house
o birds are kept on suitable litter
material of about 3” to 5” dept
o litter is spread on the floor in
layers of 2” height every
fortnight till the required level is

3

1

2
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achieved
slatted (slotted) floor system
o iron rods or wooden reapers
are used as floor, usually 2-3
feet above the ground level to
facilitate fall of droppings
through slats
o wooden reapers or iron rods of
2” diameter can be used
lengthwise accross the house
with an interspace of 1”
between rods
slat (slot) cum litter system
o most suitable for rearing birds
for hatching eggs
o 60% of the floor is covered with
slats and rest with litter
o feeders and waterers are
arranged in both slat and litter
area
o nest boxes are kept on litter
area in case of breeder flock
cage system:
o poultry birds are reared on
raised wire netting in smaller
compartments, called cages,
either fitted with stands on
floor of house or hanged from
roof
o feeders and waterers are
attached to cages from outside
except nipple waterers, for
which pipeline is installed
through or above cage
o auto-operated feeding trolleys
and egg collection belts can be
used
o droppings are either collected
in trays underneath cages or on
belts or on the floor or deep pit
under cages, depending on type
of cages

PC16. ensure that the appropriate type of
cage is used to house the birds in case
a cage system is used to rear the birds:
 based on the number of birds in a
cage:
o single or individual bird cage
(only one bird in a cage)
o multiple bird cage (from 2 to 10
birds, usually 2 or 4 birds per
cage)
o colony cages ( holding birds more

5

2
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than 11 per cage)
based on the number of rows
o single deck
o double-deck
o triple-deck
o four-deck
o flat-deck
based on arrangement of cages
o stair-step cages
o M-type cages
o L-type cages
o battery cages (vertical cages)

PC17. ensure that the perimeter of the farm
and poultry sheds are secured with a
boundary wall
PC18. ensure that there is sufficient
ventilation and sunlight inside the
poultry sheds so as to reduce the buildup of infectious agents apart from
reducing the stress of accumulated
gases
PC19. ensure bird-proofing nets in all units to
prevent entry of small feral birds into
the sheds
PC20. ensure that there is proper drainage
facility and the water is not stagnant
PC21. ensure that the layout of the poultry
farm is such that at farm entry point
brooder sheds are followed by sheds
for growers and lastly for adult birds
PC22. ensure that the hatchery is located
atleast 500 feet away from other sheds
PC23. ensure that the distance between two
different sheds is atleast 30 feet if the
sheds are of same type and 100 feet in
case the sheds are of different types

3. AGR/Q4320 Carry
out furnishing of
poultry shed

PC1.

PC2.

PC3.

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

1

4

3

1

2

5

1

4

3

1

2

5

1

4

100

30

70

ensure that each bird is allowed 8 to 10
linear inches of roosting space

5

2

3

design the inside of a poultry shed in a
manner that the roosts are placed in a
warm location inside the shed and are
spaced 14 inches apart in order to make
room for heads and tails

10

3

7

ensure that the roosts are not placed too
high; a height of 2 and 3 feet from the
floor is high enough for most breeds

10

3

7
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PC4.

avoid constructing roosts on the ladder
principle; where more than one roost is
required, they should all be placed on
the same level

10

3

7

5

2

3

5

2

3

ensure that the nests are spacious
enough- about 12 to 15 inches per bird
so that the birds are comfortable

5

2

3

ensure that the nests are placed fairly
close to the ground, about the same
height as the roosts

5

2

3

5

1

4

10

3

7

PC11. ensure that the drinking
fountains/drinkers have an elevation of
18 inches and are protected from
contamination and spilling

5

1

4

PC12. ensure that the drinkers are placed on a
small platform of chicken wire to prevent
spilt water from wetting the litter in case
of litter cage housing

5

1

4

PC13. ensure that there is a metal drinker with
tray of 40 cm in diameter for 10 mature
layer birds

5

1

4

PC14. ensure that there is adequate
ventilation/air circulation into and out of
the poultry house

5

1

4

PC15. ensure provision of windows

5

1

4

PC16. use sliding windows so that the birds
cannot roost on them

5

2

3

100

30

70

PC5.

PC6.

PC7.

PC8.

PC9.

ensure that the dropping boards are
constructed/placed at least 10 to 12
inches lower than the roost
ensure that the dropping boards are
removable so that they can be cleaned
regularly

ensure that each laying nest is about 30
cm deep, 35 cm long and 40 cm high

PC10. ensure that the top of the nest is
covered and the opening is on the side;
fine straw or hay can be used as a good
nesting material inside the nests
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4. AGR/Q4321 Cost
estimation of poultry
shed construction and
compliance with
emergency procedures

PC1.

PC2.

refer to the budget plan and distribute
expected costs to be incurred under
various heads



PC4.

PC5.

5. AGR/Q4322
Complete
documentation and
record keeping related
to designing of poultry
shed

PC1.

PC2.

PC3.

PC4.

15

5

20

15

5

20

10

10

20

10

10

20

10

10

100

60

40

15

10

5

15

10

5

document and maintain record of
observations (if any) related to raw
materials

10

5

5

document the details of type and
location of site selected for construction

15

10

5

estimate the various heads under which
expenses will be incurred for constructing
a poultry farm:



PC3.

20

types of construction materials used 
convenience and ease of work for
caretakers/workers
types of sheds and other structures
o brooder cum grower shed
o layer sheds
o store room



type of water supply system used 
o bore well
o electric motor pump set
o water tank
o pipeline



types of poultry equipments used 
o drinkers
o laying nests
o dropping boards
ensure that all emergency procedures
are in place
ensure the procedures for dealing with
accidents, fires and emergencies are
followed at all times
ensure that emergency equipments are
in place and in a proper working
condition

document the details of type of poultry
shed to be constructed
document and maintain recordsof details
of raw materials, construction
materialsrequired to construct the
poultry shed
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of poultry shed
PC5.

PC6.

6. AGR/Q4316 Ensure
safety,hyigene and
sanitation of poultry
farm

maintain records of blueprints and
technical drawings, construction maps,
and other charts used for designing the
layout

15

10

5

document and account for all expenses
such as capital expenses, working
capital, etc

10

5

5

10

5

5

10

5

5

100

60

40

5

1

4

10

3

7

wear appropriate protective clothing or
use protective equipment as and when
required

10

3

7

perform all procedures and follow work
instructions for controlling operational
risks

5

1

4

10

3

7

take safety measures when handling
chemicals used for disinfection

5

1

4

use safety equipment such as fire
extinguisher, first aid kit and eye-wash
station when required

5

2

3

check all tools and equipments before
operating them

5

2

3

perform duties in a manner which
minimizes environmental damage

5

1

4

5

2

3

PC7.

maintain a record of budget plan used

PC8.

document and maintain records of
timelines followed for construction

PC1.
PC2.

PC3.

PC4.

PC5.

PC6.

PC7.

PC8.
PC9.

comply with food safety and hygiene
procedures followed in the organisation
ensure personal hygiene by using of
gloves, masks, goggles, boots, etc.
whenever required

understand the hazards of use and
contamination mentioned on labels of
vaccine / medication / pesticides /
fumigants bottles

PC10. report any accidents, incidents or
problems without delay to farm
supervisor and take necessary
immediate action to reduce further

100
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danger
PC11. clean, maintain and monitor poultry
shelters and equipments periodically,

5

2

3

PC12. ensure proper disposal of waste and
other potentially hazardous materials

5

1

4

PC13. identify, document and report problems
such as rodents and pests to
management

5

1

4

PC14. conduct workplace checklist audits
before and after work to ensure safety
and hygiene

5

1

4

5

2

3

PC16. ensure that first aid treatment is
provided to any injured in case of an
accident

5

2

3

PC17. ensure that emergency equipments are
in place and in a proper working
condition

5

2

3

100

30

70

ensure that the team is aware of the
schedule and job expectations on a daily
basis

12

4

8

involve the team in regular meetings to
communicate information intended for
them

12

4

8

12

4

8

12

4

8

12

4

8

10

4

6

PC15. ensure the procedures for dealing with
accidents, fires and emergencies are
followed at all times

7. AGR/Q4317 Manage
and lead a team

PC1.

PC2.

PC3.

PC4.

PC5.

PC6.

ensure communication to the team on
any changes in policies/ processes by the
organization through required verbal/
written mechanisms
ensure participation of the team in
various engagement initiatives organized
by the organization
counsel and address issues among the
team for any work related issues
support the manager in deployment of
the team as per production schedule and
the organizational norms and guidelines
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PC7.

PC8.

PC9.

ensure periodic training of the team and
support the team by delivering trainings
especially in the field of latest poultry
technology, machinery and equipment
share knowledge of processes,
techniques and products with the team
to enhance their skill levels
provide feedback to the manager
pertaining to performance of the team

10

3

7

10

4

6

10

4

6

100

35

65
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